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Morphology of Actin in the Cell
The most striking feature immediately apparent from microscope studies is the apparent concentration of actin filaments in the periphery of cells . This distribution is the rule in
both freely mobile ameboid cells and in tissue cells with fairly
fixed shapes. Hence the cell cortex, called the ectoplasm by
light microscopists, is a principal domain of actin fibers in
the cytoplasmic matrix .
The actin filament architectures revealed by electron microscopy are of several types. One of the most extensively
studied is the parallel bundle ofactin filaments . Such bundles
are evident in the brush border microvilli of epithelial cells,
in the stereocilia ofcochlear hair cells, in the cortical microvilli
of fertilized eggs and oocytes, in the acrosomal processes of
marine sperm, and in the processes extending from the surfaces of a variety of cells, including blood platelets, sea urchin
coelomocytes, and mammalian cells cultivated in vitro (Fig.
1) . These bundles are nearly crystalline in structure and
display periodicities that facilitate detailed optical analysis.
They have a unidirectional polarity, as heavy meromyosin or
myosin subfragment I labeling has shown, in which the
characteristic myosin fragment arrowheads point toward the
center of the cell. Although the physiologic purposes of actin
bundles of this type are hardly known, some role in stabilizing
regions of the cell seems most logical . Other contributors to
this supplement review the compositional and structural details ofsuch bundles (5, 6).
Actin fibers also organize in parallel as bundles known as
stress fibers on the ventral surface of mammalian fibroblasts
and epithelial cells in culture and of certain endothelial cells
in situ (7-9) (d in Fig. 1 B). The actin filaments ofstress fibers
seem less tightly packed and less optically ordered than the
bundles mentioned above, and they need not display a unidirectional polarity (10, 11) . Similar actin bundles are also
visible in electron micrographs of the cytoplasm of amebas
(12).
Similar to stress fiber bundles are arrays of actin filaments
that orient as annular rings around the whole ofthe cell or its
parts. The entire circumference of the contractile ring of
dividing cells contains an annulus of actin filaments in which
15s
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The realization that actin is a constituent of nonmuscle cells
(1) and the identification of actin filaments in the periphery
ofsuch cells (2) opened up a new world ofmolecular biology.
For the first time it became possible to explain in detail a
body of phenomena described over two centuries concerning
important aspects of cell shape, movement, and consistency.
Although actin comprises only one of several intracellular
fiber systems of cells, it is an extremely important one . This
essay briefly reviews some present concepts of the contribution of actin to the "cytoplasmic matrix."
The appreciation of actin's existence in nonmuscle cells
immediately provided some intuitively attractive ideas concerning the behavior of such cells . First, actin is a globular
monomer that assembles reversibly to form long fibers, and
this assembly increases the apparent viscosity of an actin
solution (3) . Therefore, changes in the state of assembly in
different parts of a cell could account for differences in
cytoplasmic consistency. Second, long actin fibers, if sufficiently stiff and especially if organized as bundles, could
maintain the cell or parts of cells in a particular configuration .
Third, actin, working together with myosin, could generate
the contractility observed in these cells . Fourth, actin fibers
could act as cables to tie parts ofthe cell, including its investing
membrane, together. These four basic ideas, which concern
"mechanical" properties of actin fibers, continue in their
broadest sense to be valid. However, it has become apparent
that the functions ofactin, influenced by a seemingly endless
number of "actin-binding proteins," are extraordinarily complex. Although this complexity seems formidable and confusing at first glance, it actually is a testimony to the marvellous
versatility of this highly conserved protein (4) and to nature's
ingenuity in the engineering ofcytoplasm .
Research on actin in cytoplasmic structure and function
has been advancing on two fronts . On one, investigators study
the details of actin assembly and rheology in vitro and the
influence of purified actin-associated proteins on these properties . The rheological behavior ofcrude cytoplasmic extracts
has often provided the direction for such research . On the
other, cell biologists examine the morphology ofactin in cells
in the light and the electron microscope and also determine
the location of the actin-associated proteins in the cell.

neighboring filaments may be of opposite polarity (13). A
similar structure encases the apical surface of brush border
epithelial cellsjust proximal to the microvilli (5, 14) (a in Fig.
1 A). Such bundles presumably have a role in contractile
events associated with cytokinesis and brush border motility .
Another "loose bundle" of actin filaments exists at the peripheral margin of the leading edge of blood platelets and of
tissue culture cells and orients in parallel to the ruffling
membrane (15, 16) (b and d in Fig. 1 B).
Actin fibers in the cell also orient at various angles to one
another . Actin filaments splaying out from stress fibers and
from the base of projections extending from the cell form
oblique angle relationships with one another . In cultured
fibroblasts and epithelial cells these fibers can be quite long,
and they appear to overlap one another extensively (d in Fig.
1 B). This actin configuration has been called the peripheral
weave (15, 16) .
Although the actin bundles and long fibers that overlap are
impressive in appearance, a substantial majority of the actin
filaments in the cell cortex consists of short fibers that seem
to form a relatively isotropic structure . This system of filaments was originally called a microfilament network, and is
the main actin filament organization that cytochalasins disrupt (17). The peripheral part of Porter's microtrabecular
network may in part be composed of such actin filaments
(18). At least some ofthese filaments intersect in a perpendicular fashion to form T- and X-shaped junctions (19, 20). In
the case of T-shaped structures, the polarity of the actin
filament forming the base of the "T' is such that myosin
fragment arrowheads point toward the vertex ofthe joint (19,
20). These orthogonal networks of actin filaments comprise
much of the periphery of motile cells such as amebas, mac1 6s
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Mechanical Properties of Actin In Vitro
We now have a very sophisticated understanding of the
behavior of pure actin. The ability of the globular actin
monomer to assemble reversibly via a nucleation step into
polarized double helical filaments, the opposite ends of which
differ in their binding affinities for actin monomers and for
actin-associating proteins, is part of the secret of actin's versatility (Fig. 2). As a monomer, actin can theoretically diffuse
easily among different regions of the cell and, as a polymer,
serve the mechanical functions of the cell. The nucleation
step in assembly and differences in affinities for actin monomers and for actin-associating proteins at the opposite ends
ofthe filaments allow for the fine regulation ofactin filament
length and number . The extent of nucleation can determine
the number ofpolymers over which actin monomers distribute, thereby controlling the polymer length distribution .
Blocking ofthe "high affinity" end ofactin filaments increases
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1
Schematic depictions of actin configurations in the periphery of prototypes of fixed and motile cells as viewed through
the microscope . (A) Brush border epithelial cell . Microvilli filled
with a core bundle of actin filaments (a) that project into the terminal
web zone within which high molecular weight proteins (e .g., fodrin)
crosslink the bases of the bundles (b). In the microvilli, the bundles
contain, among other proteins, villin and fimbrin, proteins that
bundle actin filaments in vitro. Tropomyosin is bound to the actin
filaments in the bundles in the terminal web region . An annulus of
actin filaments (c) invests the periphery of the terminal web and is
connected to specialized regions of the plasma membrane . (e) A
moving tissue culture cell that extends an anterior lamellipod and
from which extend microspikes filled with actin filaments arrayed
as parallel bundles (a). These actin bundles contain actin-associated
proteins such as a-actinin and actin-binding protein. Parallel actin
filaments also line the leading edge of the cell between the microspikes (b) and form stress fiber bundles on the cell's ventral surface
(c). The stress fibers contain myosin, a-actinin, tropomyosin, and
actin-binding protein molecules. Actin fibers of various lengths
overlap extensively in the cortical region between the bases of the
microspike bundles (d). An orthogonal network of short actin fibers
occupies large expanses of the cell periphery (e).
FIGURE

rophages, leukocytes, and blood platelets and of mammalian
tissue culture cells transformed by oncogenic viruses.
This extensive isotropic matrix of actin filaments could
account for a gel structure long believed to exist in peripheral
cytoplasm (21). A gel is definable as a solution of relatively
low solute concentration that has elastic properties resembling
those of a solid. Long actin fibers linked together in oblique
or right-angle relationships can create such an "isotropic" gel.
The pore size of the gel could determine the exclusion of
organelles of certain sizes while permitting the diffusion of
smaller particles and solutes . Such a cortical gel could exert
tension on parts of the cell and possibly affect the cell's
response to osmotic stresses (22). The perpendicular branching of actin fibers in this matrix would allow the maximum
extension of the cortex with a minimum mass ofactin protein
and would also maximize the pore size of the matrix for
diffusion . Disruption of the network could be responsible for
the transition of the cytoplasmic matrix from the gel to a
more fluid state in which organelles flow more freely.
Actin configurations involving monomers, oligomers, or
very short filaments may also exist within the cytoplasmic
matrix but are barely visible or invisible with the microscope
techniques presently available. For example, actin oligomers
are part of the two-dimensional network that laminates the
inner surface of erythrocytes (23), and there is evidence that
small filaments may also be part ofthe structure of neuronal
processes (24), or, a controversial point, may reside in the
mitotic spindle (25).
The question must always be asked whether the actin
morphologies observed in the microscope are accurate reflections of "reality" or are distortions resulting from the techniques used to prepare the images . However, the structures
described above have for the most part been seen with a
variety ofdifferent microscopy technologies and, as elaborated
below, can be reconstructed with actin and other proteins in
vitro. These artificial assemblies are amenable to physical
characterization, which can provide independent evidence of
the structural configurations of the proteins . Therefore, I
believe we can be reasonably optimistic that the actin images
visualized in cells with the microscope are a first approximation of actin's structure in the living cell. Furthermore, the
investigation ofactin in its pure state and together with actinmodulating proteins allows us to begin to establish the mechanical properties of actin fibers within the cell, properties
that can only by guessed at on the basis ofmorphology alone.
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FIGURE 2
Configurations of actin in vitro. Actin can exist as a
monomer (a), an oligomeric nucleus (b), and as extensively overlapping semiflexible rods (c). Under nonphysiologic ionic conditions
the actin fibers can align into linear paracrystals or polygonal nets
(d). Under the influence of actin-associated proteins, actin fibers
can form loose bundles resembling stress fibers (e) or highly ordered
bundles (f) or can branch at oblique or right angles (g), or, when
sufficiently crosslinked by the appropriate proteins, can form a
three-dimensional gel (h).

but eventually achieve a state of steady flow (31). A solution
ofpure actin filaments, some ofwhich are several micrometers
in length (34), is extremely viscous, and the diffusion of the
individual long filaments is very limited (35). However,
strictly speaking, the pure actin filaments do not form a true
gel . Many individual fibers are extensively overlapped but not
permanently "crosslinked" as in a true gel . For this reason
and on the basis of information given in the next paragraph,
pure actin is unlikely to explain the gel-like properties of
cortical cytoplasm . With respect to the problem of the "reality" of morphology, it is reassuring that pure actin filaments
visualized in three-dimensional space with the aid of stereo
pair electron micrographs resemble overlapping straight rods
(36, 37) .
With information now available, it is possible to predict
the viscosity of an actin filament solution provided that the
rate of shear, the average filament length, and the filament
concentration are known (31). Because it now also is becoming possible to determine approximately the concentration
and length of actin fibers in cytoplasm, some initial estimates
as to the viscosity of peripheral cytoplasm can be attempted
on the basis of the assumption that only pure actin filaments
compose this cytoplasm (31). If the concentration of actin
filaments in cortical cytoplasm is on the order of 10 mg/ml
(38), if the average intracellular actin filament length is about
100 nm (39), and if the applied shear is on the order of 0.3
s-', the passive stress applied by the flow of extracellular
medium past a cell moving at a rate of 20 Am/min, the
viscosity of the cortical actin would be on the order of 275
cP, or approximately that of 80% glycerol. Because the shear
stresses experienced by cortical cytoplasm likely are higher
than that proposed, it can be inferred that actin filaments
alone could not account for the high apparent viscosity ofthe
isotropic matrix of peripheral cytoplasm, which is sufficient
to exclude cytoplasmic organelles and sustain contractile tension. Therefore, actin-modulating proteins that physically tie
actin filaments together must be responsible for some of the
mechanical properties of actin filaments in the isotropic cortical actin matrix of the cytoplasm .
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FIGURE 3

Effects of shear, concentration, and filament length on the absolute viscosity of actin filaments.
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the free monomer concentration and shortens the filaments.
Blocking of the "low affinity" end would have the opposite
effect. The capacity of actin fibers to break and then anneal
spontaneously permits fragmentation of actin fibers to serve
as a mechanism for rapid and efficient changes in actin
filament length and number (26-30) . For the purposes ofthis
review, however, I emphasize the effects of these changes on
the mechanical properties of actin fibers.
It is now clear that actin filaments in solvents ofa composition believed to approximate the intracellular environment
behave as a system of relatively stiff rods that overlap one
another (31) (Fig. 2). This conclusion is based upon a number
of characteristic rheologic properties of actin filament solutions . First, the viscosity of actin is highly shear dependent
(32, 33). As the shear increases, the viscosity falls, because the
flow conditions tend to disentangle the fibers, thereby reducing their tendency to hinder one another's diffusion . Second,
for a given rate of shear, the viscosity is directly proportional
to the filament concentration and also to the fiber length,
because the degree of filament overlap and hence of constraints to diffusion vary directly with these parameters (Fig.
3). Third, the flow of actin fibers at a given stress is also time
dependent, because the filaments initially resist deformation

though many investigators have documented that nonphysiological solvent conditions such as low pH and high magnesium or other charged molecule concentrations cause actin
bundles and nets to form (42), the effect of high concentrations of actin in more "physiological" media have not been
examined. Again, however, it can be expected that the behavior of concentrated actin filaments alone will be under some
modification by actin modulating proteins in the cell.
Actin-associating Proteins Affecting the
Mechanical Properties of Actin
These proteins play on the intrinsic versatility of actin by
interacting with a remarkable number of mutually accommodating binding sites on actin molecules . The effects of
these proteins on actin in vitro may not necessarily occur in
the cell, but it is not unreasonable to consider that they do.
The actions of some known actin-modulating proteins are
summarized in Table 1. Many such proteins participate in
regulating the assembly of actin and the number or length of
filaments . One class, the prototype for which is profilin, acts
by sequestering actin monomers, thereby preventing the spontaneous nucleation of actin that leads to filament formation .

TABLE I

Actin-Associating Proteins of Nonm scle Cells
General class

Name of protein

Cell of origin

References

Actin monomer-sequestering proteins

Profilin
Depactin

Ubiquitous?
Marine eggs

15,65-68
69, 70

Actin filament-nucleating, end-blocking, and
severing* proteins

Gelsolin*
Villin*
"Capping" proteins
Fragmin*
Severin*
f3-Actinin ;
Acumentin*

Mammalian cells
Epithelial cells ; toad oocytes
Amebas, brain
Physarum
Dictyostelium
Kidney cells
Mammalian macrophages,
leukocytes

71-76
5,77-79,104
80-84
85,86
87,88
89
90-92

Inhibit actin filament fragmentation

Tropomyosins

Ubiquitous?

93-97

Myosin
Actin-binding protein

98,99

Spectrin
Fodrin
"220 kdalton" protein
"120 kdalton" protein

Ubiquitous
Mammalian and avian cells ;
toad oocytes
Erythrocytes
Ubiquitous?
Marine eggs
Dictyostelium

100-104
23
105-107
108
109

Fascin
Fimbrin
a-Actinins
"53 KDa" protein

Marine eggs, coelomocytes
Vertebrate cells
Ubiquitous?
Mammalian brain

108
110, 111
112-117a
118

Spectrin
Fodrin?
Vinculin
Vitamin D-binding protein
Actin-binding protein

Erythrocytes
Ubiquitous?
Vertebrate cells
Mammalian lymphocytes
Mammalian and avian cells ; toad
oocytes
Ubiquitous?

23
105-107
64
119
120

Actin filament-crosslinking proteins forming actin networks of various degrees of isotropy

Actin filament-crosslinking proteins forming actin bundles

Proteins proposed to link actin fibers to other
structures
To plasmalemma

To microtubules

Microtubule-associated proteins

' Indicates that the protein has both end-blocking and severing activity .
= Block the "low affinity" end of actin filaments . The other proteins block the "high affinity" ends .
OS
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Even if actin alone cannot account for the gel properties of
the isotropic cytoplasmic matrix, changes in the number and
length of actin filaments could create marked alterations in
cytoplasmic flow. For example, an organelle propelled by a
fluid flow created by some contractile force through an actin
matrix would slow down if the viscosity of the matrix increased . Because of the decrease in rate of flow and the shear
dependence of actin's viscosity, the apparent viscosity of the
matrix would increase . Because the absolute viscosity ofactin
fibers varies with the negative 0.8 power of the shear (40),
small variations in fiber length or concentration at a given
shear rate would markedly influence the apparent viscosity of
the system (Fig. 3).
The comments above concerning the rheological properties
of actin filaments refer to concentrations at which fibers
overlap significantly but are not excessively concentrated. At
sufficiently high concentrations polymers begin to align in
parallel, and this sufficient concentration is inversely related
to the polymer length and flexibility (41). At present there is
no information concerning the effects of very high actin
protein concentrations on actin filament configurations, although there is no reason to suppose that actin behaves
differently from synthetic polymers studied in the past. Al-

vivo.

A few proteins link actin filaments together such that the

filaments can overlap at oblique or at right angles that more
nearly approximate isotropic gels as defined above. Actinbinding protein, spectrin, myosin, and fodrin are examples of
this type of protein, although at sufficiently high concentrations they can also cause actin fibers to form bundles. Actinbinding protein is unique in promoting the perpendicular
branching of actin filaments. Since such configurations of
actin are observed in electron micrographs of the isotropic
matrix of cells and because actin alone does not gel, it can be
inferred that the proteins that induce such isotropic branching
of actin fibers in vitro are responsible for the isotropic actin
matrix in the cell. Moreover, the polarity of actin filaments
at T-shaped junctions in the cell is consistent with the polarity
of actin filaments observed in T-shaped intersections ofactin
assembled with actin-binding protein in vitro (52).
The distinction between bundling and isotropic gelation
can be made qualitatively with the electron microscope or
quantitatively with methods that determine the quantity of
added modulating protein required to increase the sedimentability of actin or to produce an abrupt increase in actin's
viscosity, a transition known as the gel point . An isotropic
gelling protein efficiently recruits actin fibers into a network,
whereas a bundling agent has a tendency to form redundant
crosslinks between fibers already aligned in parallel. Therefore, proteins that promote isotropic actin gelation have lower
minimum gelling concentrations than proteins that produce
actin bundles. Proteins that produce isotropic actin gels are
very large, flexible molecules capable of forming highly extended conformations in solution, examples being actin-binding protein, myosin, spectrin, and fodrin . Differences in the
extensibility and/or flexibility of these proteins may account
for their variations in crosslinking efficiency (53). Proteins
that promote the formation of parallel actin bundles are
smaller and take the configuration of globular monomers or
of rigid rods, such as fascin, fimbrin, and a-actinin . The aactinins are also interesting for the fact that their actin crosslinking properties are inhibited by calcium concentrations in
the submicromolar range .
In the case of flexible polymers, gelation occurs when
enough fibers are chemically crosslinked to create a continuous molecule that extends completely from one boundary of
the polymer system to the other (54). However, obliquely or
perpendicularly branching fibers of actin might be so entangled, and their diffusion so constrained, that the system might
behave as a gel even if not chemically linked into the kind of
complete network characteristic, for example, of vulcanized
rubber .
Just as changes in actin fiber length can profoundly affect
the flow of objects through a solution of linear actin polymers
as described above, variations in filament length can regulate
the gelation ofcrosslinked actin networks . The gel point of a
crosslinked polymer system is fixed at a critical crosslink
concentration, Vc, which is equal to the polymer mass, C,
divided by the weight-average filament length, Lw (54). The
validity of this relationship for actin networks has been experimentally established, and the ability of actin fragmentation, which decreases Lw without proportionally affecting C,
to increase Vc has also been demonstrated (53, 55-57) . Therefore, the critical nature of the transition between sol and gel
states permits filament fragmentation to have important effects on the system's consistency, if the gel point is crossed.
The many actin fragmenting proteins found in cells suggest
that this mechanism for changing the consistency ofthe actinT. P. STOSSEL Actin in the Cytoplasmic Matrix
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Because the nucleation of pure actin is very efficient under
the solvent conditions in the cell and since the total actin
concentration in the cell is high, most of the cellular actin
would be filamentous ifnucleation were not prevented . Therefore, the presence of monomer-sequestering agents would
allow a large pool of actin to diffuse about the cell. An
equilibrium between the high-affinity end of actin filaments
and the profilin molecule may be sufficient to determine the
extent to which profilin can liberate actin monomers to grow
on filaments .
After cells are disrupted under solvent conditions favoring
actin assembly, invariably the fraction of total cell-derived
actin that is not in the form of long filaments is unexpectedly
high (43). Furthermore, the unpolymerized actin extracted
from the cells is complexed to profilin (e.g., 44, 45). Moreover,
a significant fraction of fluorochrome-labeled actin inserted
into cells by microinjection has a relatively high diffusion
coefficient and exchanges with the actin in bundles (46, 47).
These findings suggest that monomeric actin can be complexed to profilin in the cytoplasm as well as in vitro.
Another class of proteins promotes the nucleation of actin
monomers (possibly by stabilizing spontaneously forming nuclei) and blocks the ends ofactin filaments, thereby regulating
filament growth and the equilibrium of actin monomers
between profilin and actin filaments. The stimulation of
nucleation results in a shortening of the filament length
distribution, because the actin monomer pool becomes distributed over a larger number of filaments. a-Actinin, an
Acanthamoeba protein and other cell "capping" proteins, and
acumentin are examples of this class . Some of these proteins
that nucleate actin growth and block filament ends bind to
the actin with such high affinity that they can actively sever
actin filaments into fragments . These actin-severing proteins,
specifically gelsolin, fragmin, villin, and severin are regulated
by calcium concentrations in the submicromolar range, providing a linkage between cell activation and signaling mechanisms and mechanical events. Because these severing proteins all bind to the end of actin filaments with the highest
affinity for actin monomers, they prevent the addition ofactin
monomers to the filaments from the profilin-actin complex .
Actin in cell extracts prepared with calcium-containing solutions (to make the final free calcium concentration submicromolar) shifts its partitioning from filaments to profilin,
and oligomeric actin in the extracts is complexed to gelsolin
(e.g., 45, 48). The findings are consistent with the idea that
the interactions between actin, gelsolin, and profilin that occur
in vitro also take place within the cell. The fragmenting action
of these severing proteins can be partially inhibited by tropomyosins, asymmetrical proteins that lie in the groove of actin
filament helices.
A third class of proteins links actin filaments together into
bundles or gels. Because most such proteins can increase the
viscosity of actin filament solutions, they have often been
called gelation factors. However, many of these proteins actually link actin filaments into a side-to-side configuration
and are therefore more accurately termed bundling proteins
(examples of which include villin, fimbrin, and a-actinins) .
Fascin, villin, and fimbrin reside in filament bundles observed
in microvilli extending from cells, and a-actinin is localizable
to stress fibers (e.g., 49-51). Therefore, it is possible that these
bundling proteins have a role in forming actin bundles in
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rich matrix may be an important one.
Although the analysis ofthe dimensions ofthe cortical actin
gel is only beginning (e.g., 39), it is interesting that the spacing
between actin filaments in the network may be relatively
large, i.e., on the order of 100 nm. Ifthis is the case, there is
reasonable freedom for the diffusion of small molecules and
of even very small organelles within this network, assuming
they are not physically bound to the fibers. Even if bound
significantly, the bulk of water and ions present in relatively
high concentrations would be free to diffuse without hindrance . This conclusion is consistent with estimates of the
microscopic viscosity ofcytoplasm (58) and indicates that the
cytoplasm is amazingly crowded with fibers yet perhaps can
also accommodate considerable space for solutes .
The extension of the cytoplasmic matrix can be related to
the assembly of actin filaments. Filament growth may occur
in the form of linear bundles or as the expansion of an
isotropic gel. Whether such growth itself directly provides
partially or totally the force for propulsion of the cell membrane or whether other forces, such as an osmotic drive,
extend the boundaries of the cell, with the actin matrix
following to stabilize the extension, is unclear (59).
The contractility of actin in cytoplasm must depend upon
the activity of myosin molecules that probably are organized
as filaments within the cytoplasmic matrix . Although contractility is not the subject of this supplement, it is worth
noting that ifmyosin aggregates are responsible for generating
contractile forces within the cell, the state of assembly of the
cytoplasmic actin matrix could determine the efficiency by
which this contractile force is propagated within the cell (6063). Furthermore, myosin molecules and filaments may contribute to the rigidity of the cytoplasmic actin matrix .
A final class of actin-associating proteins is responsible for
the linkage of actin fibers to other structures, such as the
plasma membrane, to other organelles and to other fiber
systems within the cells. Some thoughts and experiments
bearing on these associations are summarized in other essays
of this supplement (23, 25, 63, 64). It may also be important
to consider that the complex branching actin matrix could
entangle itself with other fiber systems, with large membrane
molecules, and with organelles. Therefore, although it is likely
that specific chemical interactions mediate associations between actin fibers and other cellular structures, the possible
importance of physical constraints that may in turn be regulated by small changes in actin fiber dimensions should not
be overlooked .
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